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We investigate the structure of recursive sets under polynomial time Turing reducibility. In 
particular, we solve a question of Ambos-Spies by constructing a polynomial time degree that 
is not the supremum of a minimal pair. The proof is of some technical interest as it uses rr2 
priority arguments and the speedup phenomenon. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notions of polynomial time Turing (p-T) and polynomial time many-one 
(p-m) reducibilities were introduced by Cook [7] and Karp [lo], respectively. 
These reducibilities give natural measures of the relative difficulties of combinatorial 
problems. The equivalence classes consist of problems of the same level of com- 
plexity and are called degrees. Both the p-T and p-m degrees under the induced 
orderings form natural upper semilattices (usl’s) which we will denote by (Rr, < ) 
and (RP,, d ), respectively. 
The analogous structures for classical reducibilities have been studied for many 
years (see e.g. Rogers [17], Soare [22], or Odifreddi [16]). Both Rt and RP, have 
least element 0 the degree of the p-time sets. The study of structural properties of 
Rg and Rk was initiated by Ladner [ 11, 121. In [ 11,121 Ladner showed that both 
RF and RP, are countable dense usl’s that are not lattices and a number of other 
interesting results. 
In this paper we are concerned with one of Ladner’s results. That is, there exist 
minimal pairs of degrees in Rk and R,. p. there exist a, b # 0 with a n b = 0, where n 
denotes the partial.inlimum operator. Intuitively, if A E a and BE b then although 
both A and B cannot be computed in p-time, the information they code is so dif- 
ferent that the only sets they both can compute in p-time are the p-time sets them- 
selves. Another way of saying that minimal pairs exist is to say that the diamond 
lattice embeds into (e.g.) RT, preserving 0 (via 0, a, b, a u b). 
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Ladner’s paper introduced a fundamental technique called delayed diagonaliza- 
tion. This technique was later refined by Briedbart [S], Landweber et al. [ 131. 
MelhornC14, 151, Chew and Machtey [6] and others. 
In particular, Landwever et al. [ 131 and Chew and Machtey [6] extended 
Ladner’s minimal pair technique to show that each non-zero p-T (or p-m) degree 
bounds a minimal pair, and elegant structural variations of such arguments can be 
found in the work of Schoning [lS, 193, Borodin et al. [4], and others. 
A natural question raised by all of this work was addressed by Ambos- 
Spies [ 1, 21: Is every p-time degree the top of a diamond? Ambos-Spies answered 
this question for Rk by showing that there exists a # 0 such that for all 0 < c, d < a 
if c n d = 0 then c u d # a. That is, a is not the top of a diamond in Rg . This work 
was extended considerably by Ambos-Spies et al. [3], who showed that any 
elementary recursive set which is hard for deterministic exponential time cannot be 
supremum of a minimal pair in Rk and, further, the question of whether NP 
complete sets are tops of minimal pairs (in RP,) is oracle dependent. 
Each of these results used techniques that did not seem to pertain to Rg and the 
question of whether such a “nondiamond” theorem held for RF remained open. 
This question was first explicitly raised in Ambos-Spies [l]. Our result is to solve 
Ambos-Spies question affirmatively. 
1.1. THEOREM. In RF there exists a # 0 such that a is not the top of a diamond. 
Intuitively, Theorem 1.1 says that if A E a the information in A cannot be parti- 
tioned into two sets so that the information in the sets is so different as to form a 
minimal pair. 
We remark that 1.1 is also interesting from a technical point of view since its 
proof technique uses a rc2 priority argument. Early results for (R;, < ) all used 
variations on delayed diagonalisation. The first use of other methods to preserve 
inlima was the use of a finite injury (ni) priority argument by Ambos-Spies [ 1,2] 
to solve a question of Mehlhorn [ 14, 151 and Schiining [ 193: Ambos-Spies showed 
that every a # 0 is half of a minimal pair [ 1,2]. We remark that the Ambos-Spies- 
Homer-Soare techniques depend heavily on the distributive of R$ and seem 
inappropriate for Rr . 
Extensions of this technique can also be found in Shinoda and Slaman [20] and 
Shore and Slaman [21]. Crucial to these arguments (and ours) is the use of a sort 
of speedup strategy as part of the construction. 
Our construction will be a rc2 argument which means that it requires a rr2-com- 
plete oracle to figure out how we have met our requirements. Our argument could 
be described as the p-time analogue of the gap-co-gap 0”’ method from classical 
recursion theory and is more complex than either Ambos-Spies [ 1,2] or Shore and 
Slaman [21], since we need to meet noninfimum requirements rather than inlimum 
ones. (These latter results need rci arguments.) 
The only other place where a rc2 argument has been used is in Shinoda and 
Slaman [20]. It is also hoped that our argument will make the proof of Shinoda 
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and Slaman [20] rather more accessible. In particular, our strategies do not use the 
language of forcing used in [20,21]. We make further comments regarding this 
paper and the Shinoda and Slaman paper following the discussion of the procedure 
R(e, i, s, t) in the basic module in the proof of 1.1. 
The degree a that we construct in 1.1 is quite complicated (not elementary) and 
this seems a drawback of the speedup technique. That is, it does not seem to be able 
to construct sets in natural classes such as NP or EXPTIME, or other elementary 
classes. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Sets will be identified with their characteristic functions, and we do not dis- 
tinguish between a machine and the language accepted by a machine. We suppose 
that all time bounded machines halt on all inputs. We will denote polynomial time 
bounded oracle Turing machines by uppercase Greek letter (CD, r, Y, d, . ..) and the 
corresponding lower case letter (cp, y, $, 6, . ..) will denote the relevant “use” func- 
tion, that is, the polynomial bound on the computation. Thus @(A; x) halts in 
(cp(lxl) steps. cp will always be monotone. We will let Y,,(A,; x) denote s steps in 
the enumeration of the eth p-time machine on input x with oracle A, in some 
simultaneous p-time enumeration of all p-time machines. 
As usual our alphabet will be Z = (0, I} unless otherwise stated, and so sets 
(or languages) are subsets of C*. We will let w denote the natural numbers, we will 
letA~Bdenote(Ox:x~A}u{lx:x~B}andletA[x]={z:z~Aand~z~~~x~). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we prove 1.1 which we restate for convenience below. 
3.1. THEOREM. In RF there exists a > 0 such that for all c, d > 0 if c v d = a then 
cnd#O. 
To prove 1.1 we shall build a recursive set A together with auxiliary recursive sets 
{Q, : e E CD) to satisfy the requirements, 
R,: T,(@P,(A)Od,(A))=A 
-+ (@=(A) E P or d,(A) E P or Vi(R,i)), 
where 
Re,i: QeG P @e(A), de(A) and Q, f ~i@U. 
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Here { ul, : e E w } is an enumeration of all p-time machines and ( r,, CD,, A c ), t w 
is an enumeration of all triples of such machines. 
Before we give the details of the construction we will focus on the strategies we 
will use to meet the requirements above. We will build A c { 0”: n E 0). 
Initially we examine the easiest requirements, the P,. To fit in with the other 
requirements these are satisfied in a slightly different way from the usual 
diagonalization argument. We will use the procedure P(e, x, s) described below. 
PROCEDURE P(e, x, s). To meet P, we will take on elements x = 0” for some n at 
stage s (called a follower of P,) and await a stage t > s such that @,,,(12/; x) 1. At 
stage t we will then enumerate x into A, iff Gi,,,(@; x) = 0, and protect x from 
withdrawal (by other requirements) with priority e. The output of this procedure 
will be A,[x] and t. 
We now turn to the discussion of the satisfaction of the R, requirements. To aid 
the discussion in the procedures to follow we will use the phrase “initialize.” By this 
we mean that if a requirement R initializes all requirements R’ of lower priority at 
stage S, then it will assert control over A[s], thereafter making A[s] forbidden to 
such R’. In particular, if R’ is R,,i for some e, i then in the procedure R(e, i, t,, tz) 
below we reset t, = s. The reader may wish to think of this as a restraint. 
Before we deal with the “a-module” (i.e., the coherence of the strategies) we will 
discuss the basic module for R,,i below. Dropping the “e” we must make either 
f(@(A)@d(A)) #A, @(A)E P or ME P or build Q< 7 Q(A), d(A) to make 
Q Z ul,(O). 
We will need the auxiliary function ~(1x1) =max{cp(y(lxl)), 6(y(lxl))}. 
To meet R,,i we will use Procedure R(e, i, s, t). When we enter this procedure (at 
stage t), R,,i will assert control over those z with s < IzI < t, but will have no control 
over A[s] (presumably this is restrained by higher priority requirements). 
Entering the procedure there will either be a single R,i-controllable A-number 
z, = 0” for some n (with s <n < t) or there will be two such A-numbers. If there are 
two such A-numbers, zi, z2, then z2 = O”, z1 = O”, and without loss of generality 
n<m. 
Being an A-number means that it may possibly enter A. If there are two 
A-numbers over which R,,i can assert control, then R,, will be either in state @ 
or state A. As we will see, intuitively, if R,,; is in state @ it currently appears that 
A(A) E P. At the end of procedure R(e, i, s, t) we will either win R,,i and initialize 
all R’ of lower priority than R,,i, or R,i will still be in the same state as it was when 
we entered. In this latter case R,,i, will release control (forever) of z, but there will 
be a new A-number z3 with Iz( > (z2( over which R,,i will assert control. Finally, the 
reader should note that ,4(q) = 0 for all q which are not A-numbers. 
PROCEDURE R(e, i, s, t) 
Remark. This procedure has the following parameters and variables: 
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A*(m, n, EX, cy)-this is an incarnation of A,. Such sets will be examined to 
see if they produce changes to obtain disagreements. 
s. A lower bound upon which we have fixed A. 
t. We are concerned with k such that s < k 6 t. 
t 1. The stage we need to wait until to make the t-computations visible. 
U. A parameter for the Y,-computations. 
t,, t,. These leave the same roles as t and t, in parts 3 of the procedure. 
z1 , z2. Followers targeted for A (these are numbers used to induce changes). 
q. Numbers targeted for Q. 
x1, x2, Numbers that A changes (via z1 and z2) are reflected in via @ and A. 
The procedure consists of the following steps: 
1. If R,,i can assert control over two A-numbers (at stage t) z1 and z2 go to 
3. If not, R,,i will be able to assert control over one A-number zl. We wait till stage 
t, = 2P(‘)+ ‘. Note that we can now “see” all of the (r, @, A)-computations on A for 
Izl < t. 
2. Define A*(m, n, EX, my), where EX = x or lx and &y = y or ly as the result 
of setting at stage m, 
A,(z) = A,(z) for Iz( <s 
=o if z fx, y and Izl <n 
=o if z=x and &X=1X 
or z=y and &y=ly 
= 1 otherwise. 
We regard A(m, n, EX, my) only to involve elements with length <n. 
We adopt the first case below that pertains. 
Case 2a. For some chose E and some x with 1x1 < t, 
ZW(R) 0 A(& x) #R(x), 
where A = A*(tl, t, &zl, EZ~). 
Action. Set A,, + , = a and initialize all requirements of lower priority than R,,. 
Note that, unless this disagreement is disturbed, we have won R,,i (indeed R,) 
forever. 
Case 2b. Case 2a does not pertain but we can cause a (@, A)-change via zI. 
That is, there exist x1, x2 with 1x11, lxZl <y(t) such that 
@(A’, x1) # @(A”; x1) and A(A’; x2) # A(A” : x,), 
where A’=A*(tl, t,zl, zl) and A”=A*(t,, t, lz,, lz,). 
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Action. Apply Procedure R(e, i, A’, A”, cl) below. 
Procedure E(e, i, A’, A”, t,). Pick y = O’l+ ’ as a follower of R,,i targeted for Q 
and to be used for diagonalization against Yi(QI). We will keep Q G ; @(A), A( A) 
as follows: 
YEQ iff @(A; x,) = @(A’; x1) 
iff A(A; x2) = d(A’; x2). 
(3.1) 
We then wait until a stage u > t, + 1 such that Yi,,(@; y)J (as in the procedure 
P(e, x, 3)). When stage u occurs, adopt the appropriate case below: 
Case (a). Yi(QI; y)=O. 
Action. Set 
A,(z) = A’(z) for (z[ ,< t, 
=o otherwise. 
Case (b). Otherwise. 
Action. Set 
A,(z) = A”(z) for IzJ <t, 
=o otherwise. 
Note that in either case we have y E Q iff Yj(QI; y) = 0. We initialise all lower 
priority requirements so that R,j asserts control over A[u]. 
Case 2c. Otherwise. 
The reader should note that as neither 2a nor 2b pertain, exactly one side must 
change. That is, for some x with 1x1 < p( lzl) it can only be that one of (3.2) or (3.3) 
below pertains. 
@(A’; x) # @(A”; x) yet for all q with 141 d p(t), d(A’; q) = d(A”; q) (3.2) 
d(A’; x) = A(A”; x) yet for all q with 141 <p(t), @(A’; q) = @(A”; q). (3.3) 
If (3.2) pertains we say that R,,i is in state CD (i.e., only changes in @(A)) and if (3.3) 
pertains, R,i is said to be in state A. 
Comment. The reader should note that if R,,i enters state @ then A(A) will look 
p-time (at least locally), since A will at the end of the construction either look like 
A’ or A” on strings of length <<p(t), and A gives the same answer no matter which 
is chosen. What we now will do, if we cannot win in the future with actions 
analogous to 2a or 2b, then we will ensure that the state of R,,i is “always @” and 
hence A(A)E P. The key to this is to define a new A-number z2 with lz21> t, + 1 
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to take over the role of z1 (and release z1 to lower priority action, as we will see). 
In the basic module we will put in a step 2;, where we define our new A-number, 
say z2 = 0” + ‘. 
In the full construction, the overall machinery of the construction will eventually 
act to define this new number z,; but there, unless & is the highest priority 
unsatisfied requirement, Iz2) will be much larger than Of’+ ‘, as we shall see. 
3. R,,i will have (temporary) control over two A-numbers, zi and z2, with 
JziJ < 1~~1 and 1~~1 <t, (the stage number we enter for this section of the proce- 
dure). There will be no other A-numbers that have not yet reached their final posi- 
tions (i.e., in or out of A). We wait until stage t, = 2p(‘3)+ ’ and then adopt the first 
case below to pertain. 
Case 3a. For some choice (.s,zi, sIzZ) and some x, Q@(a)@d(ri);x)#a(~), 
where A^ =A*(t4, t,, E~z~, E*z?) and 1x1 <t,. 
Action. Set A,,, , = A^. Initialize all lower priority requirements. This meets R,. 
Case 3b. We can cause a double change. That is, there exist x1, x2 and choices 
Q, c2, c3, aq such that 1x11, (xzI < t3, and 
@(A’; x1) # @(A”; XI), 
d(A’; x2) # d(A”; x,), 
where 
A’=A*(b, t,, ~1~1, &2~2), 
A” = A*(t,, t3, QZ~, E~z~). 
Action. Win R,i by applying Procedure R(e, i, A’, A”, t4). 
Case 3c. Otherwise. This case is the heart of the basic module. We claim that 
we can release z1 , and keep R,,i in the same state. By symmetry, we shall suppose 
R,,i was in state CD. Inductively we will know (cf. (3.2)) that if u( = tl) was the last 
stage that this procedure enacted, as it finished in state @, then there exists x, with 
Ix11 <p(lz,l) such that 
where 
@(A’; xl) # @(A”; x,) but that for all q with lql< p(z,), 
0’; q) = 44 q), 
A’= A(u, u, -IZ~, lz,) and A”=A*(u,u,zl,zl). (3.4) 
Now we will always have chosen z2 so that 1~~1 > 2p(lr11)+l and, hence in 
particular, z2 cannot affect the disagreement (3.4). 
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We claim that for any choice .sr, if A; = ~(f~, t3,~,~I,~2) and 
A;=A*(t,, t3, ErZ1, lq), then it must be the case that there exists x2 with 
lxzI < p( 1.~~1) such that 
@(A;;x,)#@(Ap;X,) and yet for all q with 141 < z,, 
d(A;;q)=d(Ai’;q). 
(3.5) 
Suppose (3.5) fails. Then there must exist a choice as above, where for some q 
with (q) <t, that we have d(A;; q) # d(A;; q). Consider then 





In either case we have a win. If (3.5) holds then we can apply Procedure 
R(e, i, A;, Ai, t4) and if (3.6) holds we can apply Procedure R(e, i, A;, A;, t4). 
Thus, we have (3.6). It therefore follows that for all choices for E,, c2, Q, &4 and all 
q with 141 < t3 that 
&A*(t,, f3&1Zl, E2Z2h 4) =w*ct,, t,, &3ZI, w2); 41, 
so R,,i remains in state @. 
The point of the above is this: The construction will now pick a new A-number 
z3 with Iz( > t,, so )z3) > 2p(lz21)+1 and R,,i will release z, from control. The next 
time we enter this procedure we will use the parameters s = I,, z2, and z3. The idea 
is that now a lower priority procedure might be able to control z1 and A does not 
care whether it is in or out of A. Also the reader should note that, in the construc- 
tion to follow, the next time we attend R,i, ACtI] will be completely decided. 
At this point we would like to mention the similarity between the design of 
R(e, i, s, t) and the central procedure of Shinoda and Slaman [20]. The key idea in 
both cases is that the procedure (in our case, R(e, i, s, t) does not decide the value 
of A at a small A-number z, until finding a large A-number z3 and analysing which 
of @(A) and A(A) reflect changes in a. The C, outcome is that changes in A are 
(essentially) always reflected in the same functional. In other outcomes we produce 
a disagreement between functionals that are applied to sets under construction. The 
fact that either the change is always on one side or a disagreement can be produced 
depends on the delay of the decision for z,. A parallel analysis appears in [ZO]. 
Finally, this idea has some parallels in classical recursion theory. A similar delay is 
used in the central strategy of the 0”’ priority argument used in Downey [S]. 
The u-modules, the construction, and the coherence of the strategies. To complete 
the proof, it remains to give the details of how we can fit the procedures together. 
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To do this we have “pointers” m(s) and n(s). The intention is that at stage s we will 
be satisfying requirement R(m(s)) from a list of R( - l), R(O), . . . . R(n(s)), where 
R(O), R(l), R(2), ... is a listing of all the requirements R,i and P,, and R( - 1) is 
a new requirement that we add whose only job is to ensure that there are infinitely 
many A-numbers. To begin the construction at stage 0, we let R(- 1) act. 
This means it will appoint Osf ’ = 0 as an A-number. In general, if R( - 1) acts at 
stage s of the construction, we assign OS+’ as an A-number. We will then define 
n(s+ l)=n(s)+ 1 (and so n(l)= 1) and m(s+ l)=n(s+ 1). 
Thereafter we will attend the currently unsatisfied requirements in ascending 
order of priority: R(n(s+ 1)) R(n(s+ l)- l), . . . . R(- 1) in the following way: At 
stage t, m(t) will denote the requirement we are currently satisfying. We will only 
be concerned with R(m(t)) until its procedure finished. 
When R(m(t))‘s module finishes, say at t,, we will set m(t, + l)=m(tI)- 1 unless 
m(t,) = - 1. If m( t 1) = 1 so that R( - 1) acts, we will proceed as discussed earlier. 
It R(m(t)) is P, and P, is not yet satisfied, we begin to examine it at stage t, ; 
we will let the procedure P(1, x, tl) act, where x is the longest currently defined 
A-number. 
At the end of this procedure, we will declare P, is satisfied and initialise all R(j) 
for j > m(t) and P, asserts permanent control over Act]. This control can only be 
injured (become unsatisfied) if some R(k) for k -C j asserts permanent control over 
AL-t]. 
If R(m(t)) is R,i, R,,; is not yet satisfied, and we begin to examine it at stage t,; 
we will let the procedure R(e, i, t,, tl) act, where t, is determined by the construc- 
tion. One difference between the a-module and the basic module is that in the 
full construction, if R(e, i, t,, tl) can only act via 1 and 2, we will move on to 
R(m(t)- 1); otherwise R(e, i, t,, t,) will act via 3. (The point is that the require- 
ment R( - 1) will appoint the new A-number instead of step 21.) 
There is, however, one other important difference between the a-module and the 
basic module. If at stage s, R,,; asserts control over, say, z1 and z2 and sees a win 
then, according to the basic module, it sees two A-configurations A’ = A(E,z~, E,z*) 
and A” = A(Qz~, &*z2) which can be used to cause a double change. Furthermore, 
we can ask that c,zl =zl and aZz, > z, so that A’ and A” correspond to differing 
z,-configurations. At some stage t > s, before R,,i finishes with these numbers, R,; 
declares that some y is in Q according to @,(A’), A,(A’); or @,(A”), AJA”). Note 
that once this axiom for the reduction is enumerated, to keep Q <+? @,(A), A,(A), 
A,(A) we now must agree that the only legalfuture configurations of A length t will 
be A’ or A”, and this agreement has priority e rather than (e, i>. This will apply to 
higher priority R,. So now we shall let A’ and A” take the roles of zl. That is, in 
the procedures we can regard the two A-configurations as taking the role of A with 
z1 and A with zi in, respectively. So, at this stage t we will appoint another 
A-number i2 = Of+ ’ to be the new z2. Thus, in effect we resurrect step 2;. When 
R,i releases to the R, of higher priority it will know that it will be given an 
A-number z2 and two A-configurations A’ and A” to work with. It is clear that with 
this modification all goes through as before. 
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If R(m(t)) acts via 2a, 2b, 3a, or 3b then it becomes satisfied and asserts 
permanent control over A [t] and initialises all R(j) for j> m(t). Otherwise the 
control is temporary and no initialisation occurs. 
The oerification. To complete the proof it remains to verify that all requirements 
eventually obtain an environment where their satisfaction can occur. Arguing by 
priorities, if s0 is a stage where R(j) was initialised for the last time (and m(sO) > j), 
if R(j) asserts permanent control at any stage t > s,,, R(j) will be met. Thus for R(j) 
we can argue precisely as in the basic modules, and we see that all the requirements 
will eventually be satisfied. 
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